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Abstract Both CDF and DØ report a forward-backward asymmetry in tt¯ production that is above the
standard model prediction. We review new physics models that can give a large forward backward asymme-
try in tt¯ production at the Tevatron and the constraints these models face from searches for dijet resonances
and contact interactions, from flavor physics and the tt¯ cross section. Expected signals at the LHC are also
reviewed.
1 Introduction
A large forward-backward asymmetry in tt¯ production
from pp¯ collisions (Att¯FB) has been measured by the CDF
and DØ collaborations at the Tevatron [1,2,3]. It is sig-
nificantly larger than the Standard Model (SM) predic-
tion. We review New Physics (NP) explanations that have
been put forward to explain the anomalously large Att¯FB.
They can be grouped according to whether the main con-
tribution to the NP amplitude is due to s−channel or
t−channel NP particle exchanges. In addition, if the rel-
evant NP degrees of freedom are heavy enough not to be
produced in experiments they can be integrated out and a
general Effective Field Theory (EFT) analysis is possible.
Before we proceed let us first briefly review the ex-
perimental evidence for the tt¯ anomaly. CDF reports an
inclusive asymmetry AinclFB = 0.158 ± 0.072 ± 0.017 in the
t t¯ rest frame using 5.3fb−1 of data [1] and assuming mt =
172.5 GeV. Using a channel where both t and t¯ decay
semileptonically an even larger asymmetry was foundAinclFB =
0.42± 0.15± 0.05 [2]. Similarly, a recent DØ analysis us-
ing 5.4fb−1 of data finds AinclFB = 0.196 ± 0.060+0.018−0.026 [4,
3].1 We perform a na¨ıve weighted average of the three
measurements based on independent datasets and com-
bine the statistical and systematic errors in quadrature
obtaining AinclFB = 0.200±0.047. This is to be compared to
ASMFB = 0.0724
+0.0104
−0.0067
+0.0020
−0.0027 from an approximate NNLO
QCD calculation [5] within SM with mt = 173.1 GeV
and using MSTW2008 set of PDFs [6].2 CDF also re-
ported evidence that the anomalously large asymmetry
1 Note that DØ also reports a leptonic asymmetry AlFB =
0.152± 0.038+0.010−0.013 to be compared to MC@NLO prediction of
Al,SMFB = 0.021± 0.001 [4,3].
2 In the pp¯ frame, another recent approximate NNLO cal-
culation [7] yields ASMFB = 0.052
+0.000
−0.006 with mt = 173 GeV, to
rises with the invariant mass of the t t¯ system, with AhFB ≡
Att¯FB(mtt¯ > 450 GeV) = 0.475 ± 0.114, while AlowFB ≡
Att¯FB(mtt¯ < 450 GeV) = −0.116 ± 0.153 [1]. A similar
rise of the Att¯FB with the absolute top vs. anti-top ra-
pidity difference |∆y| = |yt − yt¯| was also reported by
CDF with Att¯FB(|∆y| < 1.0) = 0.026 ± 0.104 ± 0.056 and
Att¯FB(|∆y| > 1.0) = 0.611 ± 0.210 ± 0.147 [1]. The recent
DØ analysis [3], however, does not observe such rise of the
Att¯FB with neither mtt¯ nor |∆y|. For reader’s convenience
we collect the above results in Table 1.
A very important constraint on NP models that can
produce a large Att¯FB is that at the same time they should
not significantly affect the tt¯ cross section. Both SM pre-
dictions at approximate NNLO σSMtt¯ = (6.63
+0.00
−0.27) pb [17,
18] at mt = 173.1 GeV, and σ
SM
t t¯ = (7.08
+0.00
−0.24
+0.36
−0.27) pb [19]
using mt = 173 GeV agree well with the measured cross
section σincl.t t¯ = 6.9 ± 1.0 pb from CDF using 4.6fb−1 of
data [20] and assuming mt = 173.1 GeV.
3 Good agree-
ment between experiment and SM predictions is also seen
in the differential cross section dσtt¯/dmtt¯, as shown on
Fig. 1.
The constraints these measurements impose on NP
models can be expressed in a model independent way
[22]. Let σSMF,B and σ
NP
F,B be the SM and NP forward and
backward cross sections, respectively. The latter contain
be compared with the CDF value of AinclFB = 0.150 ± 0.058 ±
0.024 [1]. Both SM predictions build upon the recent progress
in approximate NNLO calculations [8,9,10,11,12,13] and pre-
viously known NLO results [14,15,16].
3 The most recent combination of CDF measurements [21]
bears an even smaller error with σincl.tt¯ = (7.50 ± 0.48) pb,
but was done assuming mt = 172.5 GeV. Using the provided
interpolation formulae in [17] yields σSMtt¯ = (6.75
+0.08
−0.42) pb in
the SM at approximate NNLO in QCD.
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Figure 1. Comparison of the CDF data [20] for dσtt¯/mtt¯ with
RG improved QCD prediction at NLO+NNLL order (using the
value mt = 173.1 GeV) [23]. Taken from Ref. [23].
the contributions from NP interfering with the SM and
from the NP-matrix elements squared. If interference dom-
inates, σNPF,B can have either sign. If interference is negli-
gible, these terms have to be positive. Using measured
and predicted values of Att¯FB and σtt¯ for mtt¯ > 450 GeV
one obtains the constraints on σNPF , σ
NP
B shown in Fig.
2. A preference for σNPB < 0 points to an interference ef-
fect. If the s-channel contribution dominates, this means
that the exchanged particle has to be a colour octet vec-
tor. The other options are large t-channel interference, or
a combination of both channels. We shall explore these
possibilities in sections 4 and 3, respectively.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we first
discuss the model independent implications of the anoma-
lously large Att¯FB measurements as well as the σtt¯ and
dσtt¯/dmtt¯ constraints on NP in tt¯ production in the lan-
guage of EFT. Predominantly t-channel models are ana-
lyzed in Sec. 3 while predominantly s-channel new physics
is discussed in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5 we discuss the relevant LHC
signatures related to NP effects in the Att¯FB. We conclude
in Sec. 6.
2 The EFT expansion
If the NP degrees of freedom contributing to tt¯ produc-
tion are heavy enough, they cannot be produced directly
in collisions at the Tevatron or the LHC. In term, they
can be integrated out and the complete UV theory can
be matched onto an Effective Field Theory (EFT) de-
scription. All the possible NP effects in tt¯ production are
then described in terms of effective operators of increas-
ing canonical dimension involving pairs of top and anti-top
quarks
Ltt¯EFT =
∑
n≥1
Ltt¯n+4 . (1)
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Figure 2. σNPF and σ
NP
B (normalized to the SM values) needed
to explain the measured AhFB, while at the same time being
compatible with σtt¯(mtt¯ > 450 GeV). The contours correspond
to 1-σ (solid), 2-σ (dashed) and 3-σ (dotted) allowed regions.
Taken from Ref. [22].
Here the Lagrangian terms Ltt¯D contain contributions from
operators of canonical dimension D. For simplicity we as-
sume that the operators are composed only of SM degrees
of freedom, and in particular contain a tt¯ pair4. As al-
ready stressed, such Wilsonian expansion is applicable to
models in which the scale of NP (Λ) is well above energies
probed directly in experiments – in tt¯ production these
can be characterized by mtt¯ . If the scale Λ is too low, in
particular if the NP particles can be produced on-shell,
the EFT description breaks down. Conversely, this also
means that as long as the EFT description is valid, the
high-end tail of the mtt¯ spectrum and other observables
sensitive to this kinematical region will be affected most
by the presence of NP. This can be easily understood by
observing that the NP contributions to the 2→ 2 scatter-
ing amplitudes scale as (E/Λ)D−4, where E is a typical
energy scale and D the dimensionality of the particular
NP operator. For angularly inclusive observables such as
dσtt¯/dmtt¯, A
tt¯
FB or charge asymmetries at the LHC there
are only two physical energy scales involved, mt and mtt¯.
If therefore E ∼ mtt¯, pronounced effects at high mtt¯ are
expected.
The range of validity of the EFT description at the
Tevatron and the LHC has been studied in detail in [27,
28] for a number of models. In Fig. 3 we show as an exam-
ple a heavy W ′ contributing in the t-channel to the total
tt¯ cross-section at the LHC. The conclusion of Refs. [27,
28] is that at the Tevatron the EFT description is an ac-
curate approximation for t-channel models provided that
the masses (mR) of new exchanged particles satisfy mR &
1 TeV. At the LHC, the inclusive cross-section seems to
be well approximated provided mR & 1.5 TeV. To some
4 For a general discussion on the physics beyond the SM anal-
ysis in the EFT approach and classification of all corresponding
D = 5, 6 effective operators c.f. [24,25,26].
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Observable Measurement SM predict.
AinclFB
0.158± 0.072± 0.017 [1]
0.42± 0.15± 0.05 [2]
0.196± 0.060+0.018−0.026 [3]
 ' 0.200± 0.047 (7.24+1.04−0.67+0.20−0.27) · 10−2[5]
AhFB ≡ Att¯FB(mtt¯ > 450GeV) 0.475± 0.101± 0.049 [1] (11.1+1.7−0.9) · 10−2[5]
AlowFB ≡ Att¯FB(mtt¯ < 450GeV) −0.116± 0.146± 0.047 [1] (5.2+0.9−0.6) · 10−2 [5]
Att¯FB(|∆y| < 1.0) 0.026± 0.104± 0.056 [1] (4.77+0.39−0.35) · 10−2 [5]
Att¯FB(|∆y| > 1.0) 0.611± 0.210± 0.147 [1] (14.59+2.16−1.30) · 10−2 [5]
σincl.t t¯ (6.9± 1.0)pb [20]
{
(6.63+0.00−0.27)pb [17]
(7.08+0.00−0.24
+0.36
−0.27)pb [19]
Table 1. The measurements and predictions of observables in tt¯ production at Tevatron. We quote the approximate NNLO
QCD prediction of AFB from [5] using MSTW2008 PDFs [6], while the other two choices for PDFs give results in agreement
with these [5]. Among the cross section predictions obtained in [17] we quote the 1PISCET one, the others being in agreement
but with larger quoted errors.
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Figure 3. Correction to the SM cross-section at the LHC due
to a W ′ (whose coupling to d and t quarks is 1) and comparison
with the effective field theory approach. Taken from Ref. [27].
extent the same is true even for the mtt¯ > 1 TeV region,
although the effects there tend to be systematically over-
estimated in the EFT [28].
The effects of s-channel NP are much more dramatic
due to the mR/ΓR resonant enhancement at on-shell pro-
duction (here ΓR is the width of a new resonance and mR
again its mass). Consequently, the Tevatron observables
can only be well approximated by EFT if mR & 1.5 TeV,
while the effects in the mtt¯ > 1 TeV region at the LHC are
grossly underestimated even for significant widths ΓR ∼
0.1mR if mR . 3 TeV [28] .
2.1 Anomalous top-gluon couplings
Na¨ıvely, the EFT expansion of (1) starts at D = 5 (or at
order 1/Λ) with
Ltt¯5 = −
1
2
t¯
[
(µt + iγ5dt)A
µν + (µ˜t + iγ5d˜t)gsT
aGaµν
+ (µ′t + iγ5d
′
t)Z
µν
]
σµνt ,
(2)
where σµν ≡ i[γµ, γν ]/2, T a are the Gell-Mann SU(3) ma-
trices with Tr(T aT b) = 2δab, while A,Z and G
a are the
EM, Z and gluon field strength tensors respectively. The
coefficients µt, dt, µ˜t and d˜t are the anomalous magnetic,
electric, chromomagnetic and the chromoelectric dipole
moments of the top quark, respectively. For completeness
we have also included the corresponding anomalous Z-
magnetic and Z-electric moments µ′t and d
′
t. All these con-
tributions na¨ıvely scale as 1/Λ. However, NP with charac-
teristic Λ scales much above the EW symmetry breaking
scale v (Λ v ∼ mt) should contribute to the SM action
in an EW symmetric way [24]. The Lagrangian (2) then
arises from dimension six operators5
OG = Q¯3φu σµν gsT aGaµνtR ,
OA = Q¯3φu σµνAµνtR ,
OZ = Q¯3φu σµνZµνtR ,
(3)
where Q3 = (tL, d3L)
T is a doublet of the third-generation
quarks (in the up-quark mass basis), and φu is a scalar
field with the quantum numbers of the conjugated SM
Higgs doublet, in particular 〈φu〉 = (v, 0)T . Denoting
Ltt¯6 =
1
Λ2
∑
i
ciOi + h.c. , (4)
where ci are dimensionless Wilson coefficients, we can
identify [29]
{µt, µ˜t, µ′t} = −
2v
Λ2
{<(cA),<(cG),<(cZ)} ,
{dt, d˜t, d′t} = −
2v
Λ2
{=(cA) ,=(cG),=(cZ)}.
(5)
In perturbative theories, operators in (3) arise only at
the one-loop level, leading to a NDA estimate of ci/Λ
2 ∼
g2R/16pi
2m2R, with gR the coupling of the new heavy de-
grees of freedom to top quarks. Such contributions may
nonetheless represent dominant NP effects in models of
top compositeness [30].
Production of tt¯ pairs at hadron colliders is mostly sen-
sitive to the color octet contributions6 associated with µ˜t
5 A discussion on reducing the overcomplete set of all possi-
ble EW symmetric operators can be found in [27,29]
6 For a general discussion of the CP violating phenomenology
associated with operators in (2) c.f. [32].
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Figure 4. Combined LHC and Tevatron 95% C.L. constraints
on the anomalous chromomagnetic (µ˜t) and chromoelectric
(d˜t) dipole moments (shaded in yellow). Individual constraints
come from the total cross-section and mtt¯ spectrum measure-
ments at the Tevatron (dashed blue and doted red), as well
as the LHC (shaded blue and red). The combination of only
Tevatron constraints is drawn in black. Taken from Ref. [31].
and d˜t, of which only the CP conserving µ˜t contribution
interferes with the leading SM QCD amplitudes [33,34].
While none of these contributions can generate a Att¯FB at
the Tevatron at leading order in QCD, they would affect
both the total cross-section as well as the various kinemat-
ical distributions at the Tevatron and the LHC [35,36,37,
38,39,40,41]. The na¨ıve dimension-5 nature of these con-
tributions is reflected in the slower rise of the high mtt¯
spectrum tail, compared to genuine D = 6 operators [42].
Nonetheless, a comparison with the Tevatron and LHC
data (see Fig. 4) already constrains the scale Λ associated
with µ˜t above Λ > 1.1 TeV (assuming |<(cG)| = 1) [31].
On the other hand, indirect constraints on the CP vio-
lating d˜t contribution are almost two orders of magnitude
stronger than the present direct sensitivity of tt¯ produc-
tion related observables at the Tevatron and the LHC [31],
constraining Λ > 5.5 TeV (for |=(cG)| = 1).
Additional D = 6 operators containing top quarks and
gluons (i.e. Q¯3DµγνT
aQ3G
aµν and t¯RDµγνT
atRG
aµν) can
be matched onto a form factor momentum expansion for
the QCD vector and axial quark currents [43]
t¯T aγµ
[
1 +
q2
Λ2
(f tV + f
t
Aγ5) + . . .
]
tGaµ , (6)
where in tt¯ production q2 = m2tt¯. The first term in the
square brackets is fixed by QCD gauge invariance, while
the dots denote higher orders in the q2/Λ2 expansion. Fur-
ther scalar and pseudoscalar quark density contributions
appearing at the same order in 1/Λ can be reduced to
these using equations of motion and gauge invariance. A
large Att¯FB at Tevatron can be generated provided an axial
current form-factor contribution (fqA) is present for both
the top as well as light valence quarks inside the proton. In
particular f tA ' fuA is preferred and with fqV = 0, fu,tA = 1
the associated NP scale best accommodating the Teva-
tron Att¯FB and cross-section measurements is in the range
1 TeV < Λ < 1.3 TeV [43] . Since fqA contributions do not
interfere with the LO QCD qq¯ → tt¯ amplitudes, their ef-
fects in the cross section measurements at the Tevatron are
strictly positive leading to tensions in the high mtt¯ region,
especially with the CDF value of AhFB (see also Fig. 2).
Furthermore, since they only contribute at O(1/Λ4) these
operators in principle compete against D = 8 NP opera-
tors interfering with the SM.
2.2 Four-quark operators
At D = 6 we encounter several four-quark operators.
Among the quark parton luminosities contributing to tt¯
production both at the Tevatron as well as at the LHC,
the u¯u and d¯d dominate. These are also the only valence
contributions that can contribute to Att¯FB at the Tevatron
and the charge asymmetries at the LHC. Therefore in the
following we focus on flavor conserving operators involving
only u, d and t quarks
Oq,Cˆ{V,VA} = (q¯γµCˆ q)(t¯{γµ, γµγ5}Cˆ t) ,
Oq,Cˆ{AV,A} = (q¯γµγ5Cˆ q)(t¯{γµ, γµγ5}Cˆ t) ,
Oq,Cˆ{S,SP} = (q¯Cˆ q)(t¯{1, γ5}Cˆ t) ,
Oq,Cˆ{PS,P} = (q¯γ5Cˆ q)(t¯{1, γ5}Cˆ t) ,
Oq,CˆT = (q¯σµνCˆ q)(t¯σµνCˆ t) ,
(7)
where q = u, d, while Cˆ = 1, T a distinguishes between
color singlet and octet operators. Possible additional oper-
ators can be reduced to these using Fierz identities. Again
when matching to particular NP models, an EW symmet-
ric formulation is preferred. However, the number of possi-
ble operators is large and the set is highly redundant with
respect to tt¯ production phenomenology [44]. The tran-
scription between the (axial)vector operators in (7) and
several chiral operator bases in the literature has been
provided in [27]. In perturbative NP realizations such op-
erators can be generated already at the tree level via the
exchange of heavy bosonic resonances [28] leading to the
NDA estimate of ci/Λ
2 ∼ g2R/m2R.
Among the operators in (7) only Oq,TaV,A interfere with
the SM one gluon exchange amplitudes in tt¯ production7
and thus contribute to observables already at O(1/Λ2).
These contributions have recently been computed to NLO
in QCD [45]. The remaining operators contribute to tt¯ pro-
duction at O(1/Λ4) and thus in principle compete against
D = 8 operators interfering with the SM (i.e. Oq,TaV,A with
additional insertions of derivatives). For quantities mea-
sured at the Tevatron it has been verified using NDA [46],
that such higher dimensional contributions are always sub-
leading compared to effects of dimension-six operators.
The analysis of Tevatron data in presence of Oq,TaV,A
operator contributions interfering with QCD to O(1/Λ2)
7 Here we are neglecting the effects of light quark mass in-
sertions.
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Figure 3: Invariant mass distribution for tt¯ pairs at Tevatron, for the SM and with
four-fermion contributions predicting the FB asymmetries in Eqs. (8). The plot on the
left panel has linear scale whereas for the one in the right panel it is logarithmic.
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Figure 4: Invariant mass distribution for tt¯ pairs at LHC, for the SM and with four-
fermion contributions predicting the FB asymmetries in Eqs. (8). The plot on the left
panel has linear scale whereas for the one in the right panel it is logarithmic.
including linear and quadratic terms, with a χ2 of 1.72. For c2 = 0 the best fit is found
for c1 = 2.34, giving similar predictions for the asymmetry.
We have investigated the effects on the tt¯ tails by implementing four-fermion opera-
tors in the generator Protos [26]. We have first checked that this class of SM extensions
does not produce a too large tail at Tevatron. Figure 3 shows the tt¯ invariant mass
distributions for the SM and with LL+RR, RL+LR four-fermion contributions cor-
responding to c1 = c2 = 2, which yield the asymmetries in Eqs. (8). Above mtt¯ = 700
GeV the cross section is enhanced by +56%, which is consistent with data [3]. For
LHC the invariant mass distributions are presented in Fig. 4. The cross section above
1 TeV is a factor of 2.3 above the SM one. This deviation could be visible with the
luminosity to be collected in 2011, provided that the systematic uncertainties (jet en-
12
Figure 5. Invariant mass distribution for tt¯ pairs at LHC, for
the SM and with four-fermion contributions accommodating
the large AhFB as measured by CDF, from Ref. [28].
has been first performed in [47,48] in terms of chiral op-
erators. The NP effects on Att¯FB and the cross-section to
this order are particularly clear in the vector-axial basis
(7) [27,42]. Due to parity invariance of QCD it follows that
dσtt¯/dmtt¯ ∝ cq,T
a
V , while dA
tt¯
FB/dmtt¯ ∝ cq,T
a
A . In partic-
ular, considering only Ou,TaA contributions to O(1/Λ2) the
CDF value ofAhFB requires c
u,Ta
A ' (2.4±0.7)(Λ/TeV)2 [42],
while the bounds on Oq,TaV contributions in this approxi-
mation from the cross-section and spectrum measurements
at the Tevatron can be found in [27].8
The implication that purely axial contributions are
able to arbitrarily enhance the Att¯FB without introducing
associated effects in the cross-section would be mislead-
ing. The neglected quadratic NP contributions at O(1/Λ4)
are necessarily positive definite and (rising as (mtt¯/Λ)
4)
will tend to enhance the cross-section in the high mtt¯ re-
gion [42]. Such effects have been studied systematically
in [28] where it was found that including 1/Λ4 contribu-
tions does not spoil the agreement with the Tevatron data,
but leads to dramatic effects in the LHC spectrum above
mtt¯ > 1 TeV (see Fig. 5).
T e consistency of the Tevatron me surements at high
mtt¯ in presence of all the operators in (7) and their con-
tributions to O(1/Λ4) has been analyzed in [46]. For this
purpose it is useful to parametrize the contributions of the
operators not interfering with the SM as
R2 ≡ w2+ + w2− + r2ST + r2P , (8)
where w±, rST and rP are quadratic functions of {cq,CˆAV ,
cq,CˆV A, c
q,1
V , c
q,1
A }, {cq,CˆS , cq,CˆT } and {cq,CˆP , cq,CˆSP , cq,CˆPS } respec-
tively, and have been defined in [46]. Then, depending
on the value of R, the Tevatron measurements of AhFB,
8 One immediate consequence of these bounds is that the
boosted massive jet cross-section as measured by CDF [49] can-
not be accommodated by EFT contributions to tt¯ final states
at O(1/Λ2) [42].
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Figure 6. The Tevatron tt¯ observables constraints in the
c8V − c8A ≡ cuT
a
V − cuT
a
A plane: Each region corresponds to the
overlap of the 1σ ranges for AhFB, σtt¯(mtt¯ > 450GeV) and
σtt¯(700GeV < mtt¯ < 800GeV) for different values of R in
eq. (8). Taken from Ref. [46].
σtt¯(mtt¯ > 450GeV) and σtt¯(700GeV < mtt¯ < 800GeV)
can all be accommodated within one standard deviation
in certain regions of the (cuT
a
V , c
uTa
A ) ≡ (c8V , c8A) plane at
Λ = 1 TeV as shown in Fig. 6 .
A number of conclusions can be reached: i) the size
of non-interfering contributions is bounded from above
by Rmax ' 3.1; ii) individual purely chiral contributions
(i.e. cuT
a
V = ±cuT
a
A ) cannot accommodate all the measure-
ments – in particular the large measured AhFB values can-
not be reproduced; iii) a minimal axial-vector contribution
of cuT
a
A & 0.3 is required; iv) a pure axial-vector contribu-
tion cuT
a
A ' 1.8 at R ' 0 is consistent with the Tevatron
data; (5) finally, the 1/Λ4 contributions are able to repro-
duce the CDF boosted top cross-section result [49], while
remaining in agreement with the inclusive cross-section
and mtt¯ spectrum measurements. However, also in this
most general scenario accommodating the central value of
AhFB would imply a significant enhancement in the LHC
tt¯ cross-section at high mtt¯, something that the early AT-
LAS results on the tt¯ cross-section above mtt¯ > 1 TeV [31,
50] do not indicate.
3 Predominantly t-channel models
In this section we review models that can produce a large
Att¯FB with NP states that are light, O(200 − 600) GeV,
and contribute predominantly in the t−channel. The mod-
els face a number of tight constraints, which make their
structure highly nontrivial. While giving a large Att¯FB the
models at the same time should not significant affect the
dσtt¯/mtt¯, at least below mtt¯ . 1 TeV. They should obey
constraints from dijets, not lead to excessive production of
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Figure 7. Acceptance correction factors i in (9) for a model
with a vector in an octet representation of SU(3)U flavour
group. Examples for 300 GeV (dashed red) and 1200 GeV (solid
blue) are shown. Taken from Ref. [53].
same sign tops, should not modify the single top produc-
tion cross section too much and satisfy stringent flavour
constraints.
The “t−channel” models that have been invented to
explain a large Att¯FB can be grouped into three categories:
i) models with large flavour violation, ii) flavour conserv-
ing models, and iii) models that do not lead to tt¯ final
state, but to related final states tt¯ + X (this also means
there is no interference with the SM tt¯ production).
Before we review the models, let us make a minor de-
tour to explain a technical detail, which however, can be
important in judging the viability of models. In their anal-
yses, CDF also quotes Att¯FB and dσtt¯/dmtt¯ “deconvoluted”
to “partonic” or “truth” level [1,20]. These quantities may
be the easiest for theorists to compare with what a par-
ticular NP model predicts, avoiding the need to perform
detector simulations. However, there is a caveat in that
the deconvolution was done assuming SM tt¯ production.
In the limit of infinitely small bins in mtt¯, ∆y, and for
4pi detector coverage this would have no effect, but with
finite bins there is an error associated with the deconvo-
lution. Especially for very forward tt¯ production this may
be a problem as CDF’s acceptance for semileptonic tops
drops quickly in the rapidity region |y| & 1. This can have
a significant effect on the measured dσtt¯/dmtt¯ in the high
mtt¯ bins as pointed out in Refs. [51,52]. A prescription
of how to quickly estimate the effects of deconvolutions
when scanning over large parameter spaces can be found
in [53]. The correction factors to be used when comparing
with CDF dσtt¯/dmtt¯ measurement are shown in Fig. 7 for
an example vector model, where
(
dσNP
dmtt¯
)CDF
i
= i ×
(
dσNP
dmtt¯
)
i
. (9)
Finally we not note that these effects are much less im-
portant at the LHC, due to the higher pseudo-rapidity
coverage of the ATLAS and CMS detectors [54].
3.1 Large Flavor Violation
A very common ingredient in models that give a large Att¯FB
is the presence of large non-universal flavour violation in
the sense that new states couple strongly to u− t or d− t
flavour changing quark currents but only weakly or not at
all to u−c or c−t [52,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,
66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77,77,78,79,80,81] . While
it is possible to arrange couplings in this way in con-
crete models, this may be hard to achieve without tun-
ings [82,83], or conversely without tunings the asymmetry
would be SM-like as in Randall-Sundrum (RS) models of
flavour [84]. As an example let us consider the non-Abelian
model of Ref. [52]. Here tR ad uR constitute a doublet of
a non-Abelian horizontal gauge group SU(2)X , while all
the remaining quark fields including cR are not charged
under this group. The gauge bosons of the SU(2)X are
dubbed W ′± and Z ′ and are EM neutral (also the W ′±).
The non-Abelian nature of horizontal interactions helps to
avoid the same sign top pair production constraints, that
exclude the original Abelian model [55].
If SU(2)X is broken by a scalar doublet, then one has
a SU(2)X custodial symmetry and mW ′ = m
′
Z . For a
viable phenomenology this custodial symmetry needs to
be broken. The non-custodial Lagrangian is [55]
L/cust. = gX√
2
W ′−µ
{
t¯Rγ
µtR(−cs) + u¯RγµuR(cs)
+ t¯Rγ
µuR(c
2) + u¯Rγ
µtR(−s2)
}
+
gX√
2
W ′+µ
{
t¯Rγ
µtR(−cs) + u¯RγµuR(cs)
+ t¯Rγ
µuR(−s2) + u¯RγµtR(c2)
}
+
gX
2
Z ′µ
{
t¯Rγ
µtR(c
2 − s2) + u¯RγµuR(s2 − c2)
+ t¯Rγ
µuR(2cs) + u¯Rγ
µtR(2cs)
}
.
(10)
where c = cos θ, s = sin θ and θ parametrizes the mis-
match between the (uR, tR) gauge and mass eigenstates.
For θ 6= 0 the tR and uR flavour numbers are broken.
On the one hand cos θ needs to be close to one in order
to get a large Att¯FB from the u¯R/W
′+tR coupling. At the
same time, a large cos θ (in particular cos θ > 0.92) is re-
quired by di-jet constraints so that u¯R/W
′±uR couplings
are sufficiently reduced. On the other hand, suppressing
di-jet production through the u¯R/Z
′uR coupling requires
cos θ < 1. The prefered choice of Ref. [52] is a parame-
ter choice ”A” with mW ′ = 200 GeV, mZ′ = 280 GeV,
αX = 0.060 and cos θ = 0.95, which gives A
h
FB = 0.22
(0.30 if acceptance corrections factors would not have been
taken into account). There are also extra states ensuring
that SU(2)X is not anomalous, but they are not needed
in the low energy tt¯ phenomenology.
Let us next discuss the flavour structure of the theory
in more detail (another example of such large violation
in the right-handed sector is given in Ref. [67]). Generat-
ing the required flavour patterns seems to be challenging
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within a concrete model of flavour. For instance, if there
is an SU(2)X doublet that obtains a vacuum expectation
value, this can generate the top mass from a dimension 5
operator
L 3 (λ
′
u)i
M
(Q¯i · hSM ) (φD · q) (11)
with q = (tR, uR). The scale M cannot be much above
the electroweak scale v ' mt in order to obtain the ob-
served large top mass. How one obtains the c- and u-quark
masses is not specified in [67], but one option is that the
charm quark mass is generated from a dimension 4 opera-
tor (the SM Yukawa term), while the up quark mass comes
again from higher order operators. There is an immediate
vacuum alignment problem. The charm quark direction
needs to be aligned finely so that no u¯r/W
′cR and u¯R/Z ′cR
couplings are present. Furthermore, the directions of the
scalar vacuum expectation values giving masses to W ′, Z ′
need to be aligned with the top quark mass direction at
the level of ∼ 5%. Note that these are necessarily different
scalars since the SU(2)X custodial symmetry needs to be
broken.
The above alignment or tuning of interactions in flavour
space is common to models with large flavour violation.
As another example let us mention a non-supersymmetric
SU(5) GUT model [60,85]. The part relevant for the tt¯
phenomenology is the 45-dimensional Higgs representa-
tion that is split. There are two light scalars with TeV
scale masses with the following SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y
quantum numbers, ∆6 ∼ (3, 1,−4/3) and ∆1 ∼ (8, 2, 1/2).
These scalars do not mediate proton decay at the tree
level, while the remaining part of the multiplet is heavy.
To have gauge coupling unification there is a similar split
in a 24-dimensional fermionic multiplet that also gives
neutrino masses through a combination of type I and III
see-saws. To have a positive Att¯FB one needs m(∆6) ∼ 300
GeV. At the same time ∆1 needs to be heavier, m(∆1) ∼ 1
TeV, as its contribution to Att¯FB is negative.
Note that as is typical for models where large Att¯FB is
linked to large flavour violation, also in the GUT model
of [60,85] the couplings of ∆1,6 to fermions must have a
very constrained structure. We restrict our discussion to
∆6 − ui − uj interactions
L∆6 3
gij6
2
abcu¯
a
Riu
C b
Rj∆
c
6 + h.c. , (12)
where a, b, c denote colour and i, j flavour indices, while
abc is a completely antisymmetric tensor with 123 = 1. In
order to explain the measured Att¯FB the u−t−∆6 coupling
needs to be large
|g136 | = 0.9(2) + 2.5(4)
m∆6
1 TeV
. (13)
On the other hand, although the model avoids Flavour
Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) constraints at the tree-
level by the virtue of the antisymmetric nature of gij6 =
−gji6 , the one loop contributions to D− D¯ mixing require
the c− t−∆6 coupling to be much smaller, |g236 | < 0.0038.
The di-jet and single top production at the Tevatron fur-
thermore put bounds on the u − c − ∆6 coupling, with
|g126 | . 0.03 for m∆6 = 300 GeV. Such a hierarchy of
couplings to di-quarks, where they couple most strongly
to the 1st and 3rd generation was dubbed ”perverted” in
[86].
Apart from the required non-trivial flavor structures,
it has been recently pointed out [51,81] that despite the
acceptance effects in (9) most of the t-channel models
with new flavor violating scalars cannot reproduce the
CDF measurement of AhFB without being in conflict with
the dσtt¯/dmtt¯ measurements at high mtt¯. In particular,
a colour singlet SU(2)L doublet with hypercharge Y =
−1/2 was singled out in [81] as the only representation
able to accommodate all CDF measurements within 1 σ
provided its mass lies below mR . 250 GeV.
3.2 Flavor conserving models
The tt¯ production is not flavour violating. In the SM for
instance it proceeds predominantly through a single gluon
exchange. The pp¯ initial state does not carry a nonzero
net flavour number, and nor does the tt¯ final state. So
why even consider NP models with large flavour violation
in order to explain the anomalous Att¯FB? Let us briefly
consider s-channel dominated NP models first. In order to
have Att¯FB > 0 such NP needs to couple to qq¯ and tt¯ with
opposite signs [63,83]. The required couplings are thus
flavour diagonal, but they are not flavour universal! This
means that there is an inherent flavour violation in the
s-channel models and FCNCs are likely to be generated,
unless couplings are tuned to be exactly diagonal.
In t-channel models one needs large u− t or d− t cou-
plings in order to have sizable contributions to tt¯ produc-
tion starting from pp¯ initial state. As already discussed, in
concrete models one then has to worry about FCNCs [85,
67]. There are two options to deal with these. The first is
to make the couplings of new states to c−t and u−c small
[52,55,87]. The second possibility is that the FCNCs are
small because the models are protected by flavour sym-
metries [22,88,89,90,91].
We now discuss the second possibility. To start with,
we perform a quick general counting of possible flavour
models. For simplicity, let us assume that in the lead-
ing approximation NP respects the SM flavour symme-
try group GF = SU(3)U × SU(3)D × SU(3)Q, which is a
global symmetry of the SM quark sector if the Yukawas
are set to zero. Listing all possible scalar and vector fields
that can couple to quarks through renormalizable interac-
tions respecting GF gives 20 possible charge assignments
for vectors and 16 for scalars. Most of these could con-
tribute to the Att¯FB. A complete analysis can be found in
[53], while here we just quote results for a vector that is
both an octet of colour and and an octet of SU(3)U , as it
was also presented in [22]. To compute the size of FCNCs
one needs to also specify the size of flavour breaking. For
concreteness one can assume Minimal Flavour Violation
(MFV) (c.f. [92,93]), but this is not really essential, as
long as the breaking is small for the first two generations.
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Beside small FCNCs, fields in flavour nontrivial rep-
resentations can have other phenomenologically beneficial
properties that can help understand a large Att¯FB. For in-
stance such fields can have O(1) couplings to quarks even
for intergenerational transitions. A flavour octet vector
also has the right sign change for a heavy s-channel reso-
nance (suppressing colour indices)
(U¯RT
AγµUR)V
A
µ =
1√
3
V 8µ (u¯Rγ
µuR+c¯Rγ
µcR−2t¯RγµtR)+· · · ,
(14)
where the sign flip is a consequence of the flavour conserv-
ing nature of the interactions and not due to flavour break-
ing. Similarly, large intergenerational couplings are also
flavour conserving since the vectors carry nonzero flavour
numbers. For instance for the flavour octet contribution
in the t-channel we have
(U¯RT
AγµUR)V
A
µ = (V
4
µ − iV 5µ )(t¯RγµuR) + · · · , (15)
so that there is a O(1) quark generation changing cou-
pling without the need for flavour violation. In tt¯ pro-
duction the vector then contributes both in the s and t
channels, the relative size also depending on the amount
of flavour breaking. The predicted Att¯FB and dσtt¯/dmtt¯ for
two choices of masses and couplings are shown on Fig. 8.
Furthermore, if the NP fields are in nontrivial flavour
representations, one avoids pair production of like-sign
top pairs from t-channel processes (up to small flavour
breaking terms). On the other hand, since the fields cou-
ple with O(1) couplings to all generations, di-jet con-
straints are potentially important. Although the predicted
di-jet cross sections can be made small enough to avoid
present bounds [22], this sometimes requires some degree
of flavour breaking. The couplings to first generation quarks
can still be O(1) but smaller than the couplings to the
top [90].
An interesting question is whether a single set of fields
can explain the Att¯FB as well as the Bs mixing anomaly
(c.f. [94,95]) at the same time. If the NP fields couple
only to UR the answer is no. However, if NP fields couple
to QL−QL or DR−QL there are tree level contributions
to Bs mixing (if they couple to UR − QL, UR − DR the
contributions to Bs mixing arise at the 1-loop level and
can also be relevant). The detailed answer depends on the
flavour breaking pattern one assumes. In [53] this question
is addressed assuming MFV and a number of potentially
viable charge assignments for NP fields are identified.
3.3 Incoherent production
A possibility that Att¯FB is due to incoherent production of
tt¯+invisible was raised in [96]. Unlike the models we dis-
cussed so far the large Att¯FB does not arise from interference
of NP amplitude with SM one gluon exchange, but from
a large AFB in the new sector alone (ideally this would
be ∼ 100% in the NP cross section). As indicated by the
model independent (but only two-bin) analysis of Fig. 2
such models cannot give a better than ∼ 2 sigma agree-
ment with experiments since σNPB can at best be zero due
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Figure 8. Att¯FB and dσ(t t¯)/dMtt¯ with octet vector exchange,
for two different values of (mV ,
√
ηijη33, ηi3, ΓV /mV ): solid red
(300 GeV, 1, 1.33, 0.08); dashed blue (1200 GeV, 2.2, 4.88, 0.5),
that give approximately the same Att¯FB in the high mass bin.
Taken from [22]. The cross sections still need to be multiplied
by the acceptance corrections in Fig. 7.
to lack of interference. Nevertheless, this offers and inter-
esting alternative to other scenarios.
In order to have a large AFB in the new sector one nec-
essarily needs a t-channel contribution from a light state.
In [96] the authors considered a scenario with a 200 GeV
scalar t˜ with the quantum numbers of the right-handed
top, and an SU(2)L×U(1)Y singlet fermion χ0 with mass
of 2 GeV
L = LSM + (Dµt˜)†(Dµt˜)−m2t˜ t˜†t˜+ χ¯0(iγµDµ)χ0
−mχχ¯0cχ0 +
∑
q=u,c,t
(Y˜q q¯Rt˜χ
0 + h.c.) . (16)
The production process is pp¯ → t˜t˜† → tt¯χ0χ0 and a siz-
able Att¯FB is generated though the exchange of χ
0 in the
t-channel. Extra missing transverse energy changes the tt¯
spectrum and could be used for detection, once the ex-
periments have enough sensitivity. The allowed parameter
space is show on Fig. 9. χ0 can be a dark matter candidate,
however it cannot be a simple thermal relic [96,97].
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Figure 9. Tevatron constraints in the mt˜–Y˜u plane of in-
coherent production model (16). The inclusive Att¯FB and σtt¯
are reproduced within 1 σ in the central green band. The re-
gion below the continuous (dashed) blue line is excluded by
Ah ≡ AFB(mtt¯ > 450GeV ) at 95% C.L. (90% C.L.). The
region above the continuous (dotted) red line is excluded by
σh ≡ σtt¯(700 GeV < mtt¯ < 800 GeV) at 95% C.L. (90% C.L.).
Taken from Ref. [96] .
4 Predominantly s-channel new physics
4.1 General considerations
Let us now assume that the NP amplitude is due to an
s-channel process. To obtain a nonzero Att¯FB from the inter-
ference with the SM tt¯ production amplitude, several re-
quirements on the couplings of the NP resonance to quarks
need to be fulfilled. The SM amplitude is C and P even.
The NP amplitude can be written as a product of ini-
tial and final state vertex contributions. Applying C only
on the final state vertex this interchanges t and t¯ along
with changes to the form of the interaction vertex due
to the action of the C operator. It then immediately fol-
lows that AFB vanishes, if the interaction is C even. The
same argument holds for the initial state interaction. Thus
both couplings of the NP resonance to light quarks (ini-
tial state) and top quarks (final state) need to be C odd
or have a C odd component (and assuming CP thus also
parity violating).
Lorentz invariance dictates that new particles in the
s-channel have to have integer spins. An attractive choice
is a massive vector boson present in many models beyond
SM. In this case, a color octet particle is preferred in or-
der to use its large QCD interference with the one gluon
exchange in the SM. Since the QCD interactions already
provide the vector couplings for the interference term, only
nonzero axial couplings are needed for a spin one, color
octet particle G′ to produce a nonzero Att¯FB. Alternatively,
for a color singlet Z ′, the interference term with the SM
is negligible. One then has to have both vector and axial
couplings of Z ′ to qq¯ and tt¯. Models of this type can be
found in Refs. [57,82,83,98,99,98,100,101,84,102,103,27,
104,105,106].
4.2 Colour octet vector bosons
We first consider a color-octet resonance G′ allowing for
the most general renormalizable interactions to quarks,
the vector couplings gq,tV and axial-vector couplings g
q,t
A .
The spin averaged matrix squared for qq¯ → tt¯ scattering
is∑
|M|2 = g4s(1 + c2 + 4m2) +
2g2s sˆ(sˆ−M2G)
(sˆ−M2G)2 +M2GΓ 2G
× [gqV gtV (1 + c2 + 4m2) + 2 gqA gtA c]
+
sˆ2
(sˆ−M2G)2 +M2GΓ 2G
[
(gqV )
2 + (gqA)
2 + 8 gqV g
q
A g
t
V g
t
A c
× ((gtV )2(1 + c2 + 4m2) + (gtA)2(1 + c2 − 4m2))] , (17)
where m = mt/
√
sˆ, β =
√
1− 4m2 is the velocity of the
top quark and c = β cos θ, with θ the polar angle of the top
quark with respect to the incoming up quark in the parton
center-of-mass frame. The color-octet vector resonances
are naturally broad ΓG/mG & O(αS). The terms in Eq.
(17) that are odd in c generate a charge asymmetry. A
positive asymmetry can be generated from the interference
term for gqAg
t
A < 0 (assuming M
2
G > sˆ), or if the NP
squared term gqV g
t
Ag
q
V g
t
Ac dominates.
In Fig. 10 we quote constraints on such “axigluon”
models obtained in Ref. [98] from the inclusive Att¯FB [107]
and dσtt¯/dmtt¯ [20] measurements. They considered three
different types of axigluon models
Model A: flavor universal axigluon, gqV = g
t
V and
gqA = g
t
A.
Model B: flavor nonuniversal axigluon with axial-
vector couplings to light quarks and top quarks of op-
posite signs, gqV = g
t
V and g
q
A = −gtA.
Model C: flavor nonuniversal axigluon with opposite
signs in both vector and axial-vector couplings: gqV =−gtV and gqA = −gtA.
We consider MG′ & 1 TeV. If the axigluon has flavor uni-
versal couplings, these are well constrained due to the neg-
ative asymmetry in the interference term. Much larger pa-
rameter space is allowed for the flavor nonuniversal mod-
els since these lead to large positive asymmetry in the
interference term. Note that in Ref. [98] only bounds from
the the inclusive Att¯FB [107] and the differential cross sec-
tion [20] measurements were considered.
More recent constraints are shown on Fig. 11. Tak-
ing into account the CDF measurements of Att¯FB for the
different tt¯ invariant mass and rapidity bins listed in Ta-
ble 1, the total cross section (but not the mtt¯ distribution)
and constraints from the early di-jet resonance [108] and
contact interactions [109] searches at the LHC, Ref. [83]
derived limits on the purely axially coupled G′ (gq,tV = 0)
with gqAg
t
A < 0. The LHC di-jet measurements in particu-
lar, severely constrain axigluon like models, and the most
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Figure 10. Contours as a function of the vector and axial-vector couplings for different values of the resonance mass for flavor
universal couplings (left plot: at 95% C.L. for model A), and flavor non-universal couplings (middle plot, at 90% C.L. for model
B) (right plot, at 90% C.L. for model C). Taken from Ref. [98].
recent results [110,111] already completely rule out the
simplest scenarios in which one assumes gq ∼ −gt. For in-
stance, the sample point MG′ = 2 TeV, g
q
A = 2.2, g
t
A =-3.2
and gqV = g
q
V = 0 considered in Ref. [83] is already ruled
out. Conversely, only models with |gq|  |gt| are allowed.
Another interesting possibility is that the color-octet
vector boson is purely axial and light, with mass below
or close to the mtt¯ = 450 GeV edge separating the ex-
perimental AlowFB and A
h
FB bins [99,91]. The deviation in
the tt¯ differential cross section is smaller because the in-
terference with the SM cancels in the cross section (but
not in the Att¯FB). Another nice feature is that the A
tt¯
FB
automatically changes sign when mtt¯ passes the light res-
onance mass. To obtain a large enough Att¯FB, already rel-
atively weakly coupled axigluons with gA ∼ gs/3 suffice.
Constraints from dσtt¯/dmtt¯ and di-jets are still impor-
tant, but can be avoided even for flavor universal couplings
gqA = g
t
A if the axigluon has a large enough decay width
ΓG ∼ 0.2MG [91].
The phenomenological description of a single axigluon
coupling to quarks requires a UV completion. The reason
is that the for a nonzero axial-vector coupling between
G′ and fermion ψ (e.g. top quark), the amplitude for the
process ψ¯ψ → G′G′ grows as [112]
M∼ 4(gψA)2
mψ
MG
√
sˆ , (18)
for sˆ m2ψ, M2G. Therefore there is a tree level unitarity
bound
√
sˆ . ΛU =
√
2piM2G
CF (g
ψ
A)
2mψ
, (19)
with CF = 4/3. In order to explain the large A
tt¯
FB one has
ΛU ∼ O(30) TeV taking gqA ∼ gtA. It is smaller, if coupling
to top quarks is larger (for instance as may be required by
di-jet constraints).
4.3 Chiral colour models
Colour-octet gauge bosons appear in gauge extensions of
the SM which are spontaneously broken to SU(3)c. The
simplest possibility is SU(3)A × SU(3)B → SU(3)c [57].
In order to have a large positive asymmetry in the in-
terference term one needs gqAg
t
A < 0 (assuming MG is
well above 500 GeV). An assignment of gauge quantum
numbers giving this is that tR, bR are triplets of SU(3)B
while (t, b)L, qR are triplets of SU(3)A. In order to can-
cel gauge anomalies a fourth generation charged in the
same way as the third is needed. The full field content
of the model is summarized in Table 2. The bi-triplet
scalar field Σ has a TeV scale vacuum expectation value
〈Σik¯〉 = uδik¯ breaking SU(3)A×SU(3)B to the QCD color
group SU(3)c. There are two Higgs scalars giving masses
to quarks, the quarkonic Higgs Hq which is a triplet of
SU(3)A and SU(3)B , and the leptonic Higgs Hl which is
a singlet. In Ref. [82] it was pointed out that such a model
generically suffers from too large FCNC contributions to
Bd− B¯d mixing. It is however possible to protect it by fla-
vor symmetries so that all contributions to meson mixings
are in agreement with experimental constraints [75,83].
The kinetic term for the link field becomes the mass
term for the massive gauge boson Tr[(DµΣ)
†(DµΣ)] ⊃
u2(gAAµ−gBBµ)2/2 = u2g2(G1µ)2/2, where g ≡
√
g2A + g
2
B .
The rotation matrix between gauge bosons in mass eigen-
states and gauge eigenstates is(
G1µ
G0µ
)
=
(
sg −cg
cg sg
)(
Aµ
Bµ
)
, (20)
where we define sg ≡ sin θ ≡ gA/g and cg ≡ cos θ = gB/g
so θ = arctan(gA/gB). The massless field G
0
µ is the usual
QCD gluon while we identify the massive octet vector bo-
son G1µ with the axigluon.
The QCD couplings are flavor universal with gs =
gsgcg. There is a gA ↔ gB symmetry in the model of
θ ↔ 90◦ − θ. Requiring that the model be perturbative,
gA, gB < 2pi, imposes 10
◦ < θ < 45◦. Fermions charged
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Figure 11. The constraints on axigluon with gqA > 0, g
t
A < 0 and g
q,t
V = 0 and mass MG′ = 1.8 TeV (left) or MG′ = 2 TeV
(right). The region on the right side of the yellow solid line is excluded by dijet contact interaction searches. The narrow
resonance dijet searches do not further constrain the parameter space. Taken from Ref. [83].
Field Qi u
c
i d
c
i Qj u
c
j d
c
j Σ Hq Lk e
c
k Hl
SU(3)A 3 1 1 1 3¯ 3¯ 3 3 1 1 1
SU(3)B 1 3¯ 3¯ 3 1 1 3¯ 3¯ 1 1 1
SU(2)L 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2
U(1)Y 1/3 −4/3 2/3 1/3 −4/3 2/3 0 1 -1 2 1
Table 2. Charge assignment of all the quark, lepton and Higgs fields under SU(3)A × SU(3)B × SU(2)L × U(1)Y . The flavor
indices are i = 1, 2, j = 3, 4 and k = 1, 2, 3, 4. The normalization of hypercharge is such that the electric charge is given by
q = I3L + Y/2 with I
3
L the third component of SU(2)L isospin. All the fermion fields are left-handed. Taken from Ref. [57].
under SU(3)A and SU(3)B couple to the massive axigluon
G1µ with gs
2
g and −gc2g, respectively. Therefore, the vector
and axi-vector coupling strengths are
gqV = g
t
V = −
g c2g
2
, −gqA = gtA =
g
2
, (21)
where c2g ≡ cos(2θ). The axial-vector couplings are thus
always nonzero and satisfy the following relations
gqAg
t
A < 0, g
q
V g
t
V > 0 with gV < gA , (22)
which are crucial for successful phenomenology (see Sec. 4.2).
The preferred regions to explain a large Att¯FB are shown in
Fig. 12.
An interesting feature of the model [57] is the mass
dependent asymmetry. Due to the opposite contributions
to the asymmetry from the interference term and the NP
squared terms, the asymmetry is positive at intermediate
mtt¯ but becomes negative close to the tt¯ threshold. This
change of Att¯FB sign with mtt¯ has been observed by CDF
both in measurements with several mtt¯ bins as well as
in the simple two-bin measurement of AlowFB and A
h
FB (see
Fig. 13).It has been shown recently [91], that the same
effect can be achieved by using a light resonance with a
purely axial-coupling. For Att¯FB dominated by the inter-
ference term the sign change occurs when mtt¯ passes the
resonance mass. If one chooses ga ∼ gs/3, one can predict
a negative AlowFB .
The simplest model of Ref. [57] is ruled out by the re-
cent LHC di-jet measurements [108,109,110,111]. To avoid
them one needs to tune the relative ratios between the G′
top couplings and the G′ light quark couplings to suppress
the G′ decay branching ratio to di-jets. One simple solu-
tion is to introduce a vector-like fermion mixing with the
SM light fermions. (Notice that this is the way to decon-
struct [113] a chiral fermion in the two site model). For
simplicity, we only introduce one vector-like fermion which
mixes solely with the up quark. The fermions ψL,R, are
SU(2)W singlets and have charge 2/3 under U(1)Y . Under
the extended gauge group qL, qR, tR, bR, ψL are assigned
to be triplets of SU(3)B and (t, b)L, ψR to be triplets of
SU(3)A. In the up-type quark sector, the general 4 × 4
mass matrix can be diagonalized by a bi-unitary transfor-
mation acting on the left-handed and right-handed quarks.
The transition from the flavor basis to the mass eigenstate
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Figure 12. 1 σ parameter region coming from the Ainc.FB in the
p p¯ frame (AlabFB) and the inclusive tt¯ production cross section
(σtt¯) (shaded in red). Also shown are the 1.5 σ parameter re-
gions from AFB(Mtt¯ > 450) ≡ AhFB, σtt¯ (in blue), and from
AFB(|∆η| > 1) ≡ Att¯FB(|∆y| > 1), σtt¯ (in green). Taken from
Ref. [75].
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Figure 13. AtFB ≡ Att¯FB above/below a Mtt¯ ≡ mtt¯ edge using
the benchmark point, MG = 1525 GeV, g
q
A = −gtA = −1.155gs
and gqV = g
t
V = −0.577gs. Taken from Ref. [57].
is then parametrized by
u
(m)
R = cosαu
(f)
R + sinαψ
(f)
R ,
ψ
(m)
R = − sinαu(f)R + cosαψ(f)R . (23)
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Figure 14. The fit of the model with one axigluon and one
additional vector-like fermion (see text) to Att¯FB observed by
CDF (shaded in blue). The region above the red dot-dashed
(yellow solid) line is excluded at 95% C.L. by the first CMS di-
jet narrow resonance [108] (ATLAS contact interactions [109])
searches. Red dotted line shows the projected exclusion limit
from the di-jet narrow resonance search at the 7 TeV LHC with
1 fb−1. The black dashed lines denote the regions where the
given percentage of σtt¯(mtt¯ > 450 GeV) arises from NP. Taken
from Ref. [83].
The couplings of the axigluon G′µ to the various quarks in
the mass eigenstate basis are found to be
g
(d,s,b,c)
V = − tan θ , g(d,s,b,c)A = 0 ,
gtV =
1
tan 2θ
, gtA =
1
sin 2θ
,
guV = − tan θ +
sin2 α
sin 2θ
, guA = −
sin2 α
sin 2θ
. (24)
When α = pi/2, the couplings of the up and top quarks
become identical to those in the minimal two-site model.
Notice that the axial-vector couplings of the up and top
quarks are different and one now has the freedom to in-
crease gtA by reducing θ and simultaneously decrease g
u
V,A
by choosing sin2 α smaller than sin 2θ. The total width of
the G′µ in this model is
Γ (G′) =
αsMG′
12
[
(cos4 α+ 10) tan2 θ
+(sin4 α+ 1) cot2 θ − 2 sin2 α cos2 α] . (25)
When sinα =
√
2 sin θ for 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi/4, guV = 0 and
the interference between the QCD gluon and the axigluon
vanishes the production cross section. Restricting to this
part of parameter space the results of the fit are shown
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in Fig. 14. From the blue-shaded contours one can see
that for a small mixing angle the best-fit region is insen-
sitive to its exact value. This can be easily understood
since the product of the axial-vector couplings guAg
t
A =−1/(2 cos2 θ) is insensitive to θ for small θ. The two hori-
zontal dotted black lines with different width/mass ratios
show that in the best-fit region G′ is a narrow resonance.
The red dot-dashed line marks the constraint from the first
di-jet narrow resonance search at CMS with 2.9 pb−1 [108],
while the region above the dark yellow solid line is ex-
cluded by the search for di-jet contact interactions from
ATLAS with 3.1 pb−1 [109]. Finally, red dotted line is
the projected exclusion limit for 1 fb−1 at the LHC – a
situation which is comparable with the most recent ex-
perimental results [110,111]. From this figure we conclude
that in the two-site plus one vector-like fermion model
there still exists a small region in parameter space which
is at present allowed by all constraints.
4.4 RS like models with strong dynamics
The di-jet searches at the LHC tightly constrain the G′
decay branching ratio to light quarks. Therefore a large
coupling between G′ and the top quark is preferred in
order to obtain a large deviation in Att¯FB. This can happen
if G′ is a gluon excitation of some strongly coupled sector
which also strongly couples to the top quark. One good
example is the RS model.
The RS model is based on a slice of AdS5 background
metric ds2 = (zh/z)
2
[
ηµνdx
µdxν + (dz)2
]
, with curva-
ture κ = 1/zh . MPl. Here xµ and z are the coordinates
of the standard four dimensions and the extra dimension
respectively (ηµν = Diag(−,+,+,+)). The UV bound-
ary is at zh = 1/κ where the scale factor (zh/z)
2 = 1
and the IR boundary is at zv ∼ 1/TeV, as motivated by
the hierarchy problem. We are particularly interested in
a model where all SM fields, except perhaps the Higgs,
propagate in the entire 5-d spacetime, and will be primar-
ily concerned with the gluon and colored fermion fields.
The action for the gauge fields and fermions is,
S =
∫
d5x
√−g
{
− 1
4g25
F aMNF
MN a + iΨΓ M˙eM
M˙
DMΨ
+icκΨΨ
}
, (26)
where Γ M˙ are the 5d (4 × 4) Dirac matrices, eM
M˙
is the
veilbein, a is an adjoint gauge index and c parameterizes
the magnitude of a bulk mass for the fermion in units of
the curvature.
In the RS model the G′ which contributes to the Att¯FB is
the 1st Kluza-Klein excitation of the gluon. In the unitary
gauge A5 = 0, we decompose the 5d fields into KK modes,
Aaµ(x, z) =
∑
n
Aa(n)µ (x)g
(n)(z) , (27)
ΨL,R(x, z) = (κz)
3/2
∑
n
ψnL,R(x)ξ
(n)
L,R(z) . (28)
The wave function of the 1st KK gluon is given by
g(1)(z) = N1 z [J1(m1z) + b1Y1(m1z)] , (29)
with normalization factor N1 and admixture controlled
by b1. The mass spectrum is controlled by the boundary
conditions, with the masses satisfying,
b1 = −J0 (m1zh)
Y0 (m1zh)
= −J0 (m1zv)
Y0 (m1zv)
, (30)
where m1 is related to the first root of the Bessel function.
Of particular note for the following is the fact that the
light KK states have most of their support close to the IR
boundary. For the fermion zero mode (SM fermion), the
wave function is
ξ(0)(z, c) = N0(κz)
1/2−c , (31)
and the relative coupling ratio betweenG′ and light fermions
over the SM strong coupling gs is the ratio between the
integration of 5D the wave-functions
gψ(c) =
∫
dz g(1)(z)(ξ(0)(z, c))2∫
dz g(0)(z)(ξ(0)(z, c))2
. (32)
Therefore, one can adjust the coupling easily by the chang-
ing the 5D fermion bulk mass c. However, localizations of
the light fermions are constrained by electroweak precision
tests (for a detailed study, see Ref. [114]) and the resulting
parameter sweet spots were found in Ref. [115]
cuL = cdL = ccL = csL ' 0.5, ctL = cbL ' 0.02,
cuR = ccR ' 0.15, ctR ' 0.48 ,
cdR = csR ' 0.63, cbR ' 0.57 , (33)
and Ref. [88] 9
cuL = cdL ' 0.44, cuR = cdR ' 0.80,
ccL = csL ' 0.62, ccR ' 0.62, csR ' 0.49 ,
ctL = cbL ' 0.51, ctR ' −1.30, cbR ' 0.53 .
(34)
The Att¯FB as a function of mtt¯ for both scenarios is pre-
sented in Figs. 15 and 16 which show a similar bending
behavior as the original axigluon model (see Fig. 13). Simi-
lar results have been found in an RS Higgsless model [117].
5 LHC signatures
Since the LHC is a proton-proton collider there is no uni-
versally forward direction that one can define. However,
because at large x the the PDFs are dominated by the va-
lence quarks, there are more top quarks produced in the
9 Note that this model does not implement an SU(2) flavor
symmetry, therefore it has potential problems with both K-K¯
and D-D¯ mixings which can not be protected by simple U(1)d
horizontal asymmetries [116].
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Figure 15. The Att¯FB as a function of Mtt¯ ≡ mtt¯ . The RS
model (34) prediction (including the SM contributions) is in a
solid blue line, while the CDF measurement (at the detector
level) [1] is described by the yellow shades. The black dashed
line stands for the SM partonic level prediction, while the red
circles with error bars correspond to the detector level predic-
tion from MC@NLO [1]. From Ref. [88].
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Figure 16. The AFB for the partonic process qq¯ → tt¯ (AˆtFB)
as a function of Mtt¯ ≡ mtt¯ in the SM at NLO (blue line), at
LO with the RS (33) contribution (dashed red curve) and at
NLO (being the sum of the previous ones) (plain red curve).
From Ref. [115].
forward region, while there is a slight excess of antitops
in the central region already in the SM. This observa-
tion motivates several definitions of charge asymmetries
at LHC (see [118,16,14,119,120,28,121,122,123]). For in-
stance, one can define the differential lepton charge asym-
metry
ACpp(y) =
dN(Q)
dy
− dN(Q¯)
dy
dN(Q)
dy
+
dN(Q¯)
dy
, (35)
from the semileptonic top decays as a function of rapidity
Prediction for SM top quark production at the LHC
(
√
s = 14 TeV) is shown in Fig. 17. A sizable charge asym-
metry is predicted in the large rapidity region. Therefore,
there are two basic ways of defining integrated charge
asymmetries. One focuses on the central region, which
has a statistically much larger top sample while the charge
asymmetry itself is small [118,16]. The central charge asym-
metry is thus defined as
ACC(yC) =
Nt(|y| < yC)−Nt¯(|y| < yC)
Nt(|y| < yC) +Nt¯(|y| < yC)
, (36)
where Nt (Nt¯) is the number of events where top (anti-
top) has |y| less then an appropriately chosen value yC
that delineates the central from the forward region of the
detector. Similarly one can define a forward (or ”edge”)
charge asymmetry [119,120]
AFC(yC) =
Nt(|y| > yC)−Nt¯(|y| > yC)
Nt(|y| > yC) +Nt¯(|y| > yC)
, (37)
which counts the difference between the number of events
with top and antitop in the forward region. The event rate
in this extreme region is much lower, but the asymmetry
is large. It is interesting to note that in this region where
the charged leptons are moving close to the beam line di-
rection, the LHCb experiment may have a good potential
to observe it [124]. Recently, there are also attempts to im-
prove the measurements by using leptonic top decays in
the central region and hadronic top decays in the forward
region [125].
At present ATLAS and CMS measure a charge asym-
metry defined as
AηC =
N(|ηt| > |ηt¯|)−N(|ηt| < |ηt¯|)
N(|ηt| > |ηt¯|) +N(|ηt| < |ηt¯|)
, (38)
with ηt and ηt¯ being the pseudorapidities of the top and
the antitop, respectively. Similarly, AyC is defined by re-
placing η with y. Very recently, the CMS updated its mea-
surement of the charged asymmetry [126] based on both
rapidity and pseudo-rapidity distributions
AηC =− 0.016± 0.030(stat.)+0.010−0.019(syst.), (39)
AyC =− 0.013± 0.026(stat.)+0.025−0.020(syst.), (40)
to be compared with the SM predictions
AηC(SM) = 0.013± 0.001, (41)
AyC(SM) = 0.011± 0.001. (42)
ATLAS also presented a measurement [127]
AyC = −0.023± 0.015(stat.)± 0.021(syst.), (43)
to be compared with MC@NLO prediction for SM
AyC = 0.005± 0.001(syst.). (44)
Within the errors the latest measurements agree with the
SM, while we discuss the expectations for NP models be-
low. Before we proceed, let us point out the impressive
improvement these measurements represent compared to
the previous CMS result [128]
AηC = 0.060± 0.134(stat.)± 0.026(syst.) . (45)
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Figure 17. Rapidity distribution of charge asymmetry (a)
and total cross section at Born order (b) of top quark produc-
tion in proton-proton collisions,
√
s = 14 TeV and µ = mt.
Contributions from qq¯ fusion and flavor excitation, gg(q¯g),
are shown separately. In the laboratory frame using CTEQ-
1 PDFs. Taken from Ref. [16].
Figure. 18 shows results of a comprehensive parameter
scan for a number of popular NP models used to explain
Att¯FB measurements at CDF. There is a clear correlation
between a large asymmetry in Att¯FB for mtt¯ > 450 GeV
(AhFB) and a sizable A
η
C of a few percent predicted at the
LHC. The slope for the W ′ model (green dots) is larger
because of larger enhancement of the dd¯ initial state PDF
at the LHC. Some of the points for models on Figure. 18
are already in tension with the ATLAS and CMS mea-
surements for AηC (39), (43). With further improvements
we should be able to reach a concrete answer about the
top charge asymmetry measurements at the Tevatron and
LHC.
One byproduct of models which explain Att¯FB is the
existence of top resonances. There are two types of top
resonance searches that can be motivated by these models.
One is a search for tt¯ resonance that arises in the s-channel
models. In the t-channel models on the other hand one
predicts a t+jet resonance in the tt¯+jet channel [58,87].
In this case the new particles (that for tt¯ final state are
exchanged in the t-channel) can be singly produced from
the gluon-valence quark initial state.
If tops originate from a decay of a heavy color octet
particle G′ they are highly boosted. Their identification
(or the top tagging) is more challenging experimentally
than identifying tops in threshold production. If such a
resonance is observed, further experimental information
about its properties can be deduced. For instance, tops
produced by the s-channel resonance are highly polarized
due to a large axial-coupling. Therefore, one can use ob-
servables related to the charged lepton angular distribu-
tions to help with the identification. For detailed studies,
see Refs. [129,130] on search strategies for the bulk RS
KK gluons.
Searching for the top jet resonance at the LHC was
proposed in the analyses of a t-channel color scalar mod-
els where the mass of the scalar is considerable larger than
the mass of top [58,60]. In a more recent analysis, the polar
decay angle of the t-channel particle was used to help the
reconstruction when the invariant top+jet resonance has
a large SM background. In the lab frame, the polar angle
between the reconstructed (anti)top and the remaining jet
is collimated in the same direction as the light t-channel
particle and it can be used as an efficient cut in the low
mass region [87]. Finally, it has recently been pointed out
that a fraction of on-shell production of light (top+jet)
resonances might pass experimental cuts of the tt¯ produc-
tion measurements at the LHC, thus effectively enhanc-
ing the predicted tt¯ cross-section in t-channel models with
light NP particles [54]. Thus such models might already
be in some tension with the existing LHC tt¯ cross-section
and mtt¯ spectrum measurements [50,131,132].
The Att¯FB has an intrinsic connection with the top po-
larization and top spin correlations. The reason is that the
top polarization is the one of the two possible sources for
a nonzero Att¯FB at the Tevatron (the other one being the
Rutherford enhancement peak in the t-channel process).
In all the s-channel and t-channel di-quark models, it is
the top polarization that provides the main source of the
Att¯FB
10
At the LHC, the top polarization or the top spin cor-
relations can be used either to distinguish among different
models or to reduce the large SM tt¯ background [121,123,
122], in particular the large additional contributions from
the gg initial state. For the NP model discrimination there
are two useful observables defined in the helicity basis
Pn =N(cos θ`,n > 0)−N(cos θ`,n < 0))
N(cos θ`,n > 0) +N(cos θ`,n < 0))
, (46)
A`c1c2 =
N(c1c2 > 0)−N(c1c2 < 0))
N(c1c2 > 0) +N(c1c2 < 0))
, (47)
10 In the t-channel models, the Att¯FB provided from top polar-
ization will enhance (compete with) the one from Rutherford
enhancement in the vector boson (scalar) models [58].
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Figure 18. Allowed regions for NP contributions to the Att¯FB
at the Tevatron (AnewFB ≡ AhFB−Ah,SMFB ) and the inclusive charge
asymmetry at the LHC (AnewC ≡ AηC − Aη,SMC ). The Z′, W ′,
Ω4, ω4 and Gµ represent the t-channel Z
′, W ′, color sextet
scalar, color triplet scalar and the s-channel axigluon model,
respectively. Taken from Ref. [133].
where n is given by the direction of the parent tops mo-
mentum in the CM frame in the helicity basis and c1 =
cos θ`1,n, c2 = cos θ`2,n. Expectations for Pn and A`c1c2 for
a set of benchmark models (with details given in the Ap-
pendix B of Ref. [122]) are tabulated in Table 3 and Table
4, respectively. Judging from the benchmark models top
polarization Pn appears to be more sensitive to NP ef-
fects than the top spin correlation A`c1c2 . It is interesting
to note that the W ′ models look very promising with a
large predicted signal due to large enhancement of the dd¯
initial state PDF going from Tevatron to the LHC.
6 Conclusions
The models proposed to explain the large Att¯FB measured
by CDF and DØ have observable consequences at the
LHC. This is inevitable, since in order to influence tt¯ pro-
duction at Tevatron, the new fields need to couple both to
light quarks and tops. A number of features can thus be
expected, from a deviation in the charge asymmetries in tt¯
production, to t+jet resonances or tt¯ resonances. The final
analyses at Tevatron are expected to use twice as much
data as the present ones. Further experimental improve-
ments both at the Tevatron and at the LHC will thus tell
whether the effect is due to new physics and, if so, due to
what kind of new physics.
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